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Sensor and system expertise from 

the specialist.
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over 90 years of experience make Balluff a strong partner in  
factory automation. we provide top quality and technical innovations 
that work. the worldwide success of sensor technology is also our 
success.
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Katrin Stegmaier-hermle, florian hermle, michael unger 

dear reader,

we are glad that you are interested in Balluff Group. as a family-run 
company our relationship with people is of primary importance – 
with our employees as well as our customers and partners.

therefore sensors and system solutions are also more to us than 
just pure technology. with our passion for innovative products and 
intelligent solutions, we want to open up new perspectives, make 
life easier and inspire people. 

technology that makes sense.

your management team

“we 
at Balluff  

maKe technoloGy  
 more SenSiBle”
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we are writinG 
 a SucceSS Story
The Balluff Story
the Balluff success story begins in 1921 in neuhausen auf den 
fildern (Germany) with repairing bicycles, motorbikes and sewing 
machines. having a sense for things that people need, Gebhard 
Balluff founded the company bearing his name.
the first patent came in 1956 for an innovative electromechani-
cal limit switch. this was the first step on the path to a successful 
future, which forms the focal point of our company to this day: the 
development and production of industrial sensors.

fifteen years later, when the first subsidiary was opened in  
austria, we also entered the international market. another mile-
stone that the company achieved thanks to economic foresight 
and great innovative ability. today the family-run company is in  
its fourth generation and is one of the world’s leading manufacturers  
of components for sensors and system solutions – and can look 
back at over 90 years of experience.

production 
begins for 
electromechani-
cal control units 
BSw

 1964
the parent com-
pany in neu-
hausen a.d.f. is 
expanded with a 
new factory

 1976
production  
begins for 
absolute rotary 
encoders BrG

 1980
production  
begins for 
magnetic field 
sensors Bmf

 1986

first Balluff trade 
show booth in 
frankfurt

 1965

production be-
gins for inductive  
proximity 
switches 
BeS

 1968

1960 1970

founding of the 
1st subsidiary in 
austria

 1971

development  
of patented 
electromechani-
cal limit switches 
(cam switch 
BnS)  

partner in the 
automotive and 
machine tools 
industry

Spaetzle press
 1952  1956

 1954 + 
 1955
oscillating arms, 
stub axles,
switch levers 
and motor parts

1950

factory for  
fine mechanical 
products

turnbuckles  
din l 85,
Spring winders

 1947

19401920

founding of  
3rd subsidiary 
in the uSa

founding of  
4th subsidiary 
in Brazil

the second new 
factory building 
is built in the 
industrial area in 
neuhausen

founding of 
2nd subsidiary 
in Japan

production 
begins for  
transsonar  
transducers Btl

 1987 1983
production 
begins for 
industrial rfid 
systems BiS

 1984
production 
begins for  
micropulse  
transducers Btl

 1989
production 
begins for 
incremental 
rotary encoders 
BdG

founding  
of 5th + 6th  
subsidiaries in 
hungary and 
Singapore

1980

 1980

 1981

 1989

 1984

 1983

production 
begins for  
photoelectric 
sensors BoS

production 
begins for 
microprocessor-
controlled 
control units in 
conjunction with 
shaft encoders

 1978 +
 1979

Gebhard Balluff  
sets up a 
mechanical 
repair workshop 
for bicycles, 
motorbikes 
and sewing 
machines in 
neuhausen

 1921
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Based at the location of its founding near the Stuttgart airport, to-
day Balluff offers comprehensive system expertise from a single 
source. 
 
and it does this in 55 countries on all five continents – from  
hungary, the uSa and Brazil all the way to china and Japan.

production be-
gins for inductive 
couplers

 1994

 1996
Balluff  
celebrates  
75 years of 
existence

1990

founding of  
7th subsidiary  
in the czech 
republic

 1993

founding of  
a service office  
in Shanghai

 1994

founding of 
10th subsidiary 
in the united 
Kingdom

 1997

founding of  
11th subsidiary 
in poland

 1998

founding of  
8th subsidiary  
in Switzerland

 1995

founding of  
9th subsidiary 
in italy

 1996

founding  
of 12th+13th 
subsidiaries  
in canada and 
australia

 1999

production be-
gins for industrial 
networking

 2006

 2004
production  
begins for 
magneto-induc-
tive displacement 
sensors Bil 
and magnetically 
coded position 
and angle 
measurement 
systems Bml

 2009
production 
begins for  
ultrasonic  
sensors BuS

production 
begins for vision 
sensors BVS

production
begins for 
connectivity 
Bcc

 2008

 2007

founding of 
14th+15th 
subsidiaries  
in france and 
South Korea

new logistics 
center and 
production in 
neuhausen a.d.f. 

another  
production
site in  
Switzerland: 
hy-tech  
Balluff Group

 2000
founding  
of 21st+ 
22nd subsidiaries 
in Spain and 
china

 2004

founding of  
16th subsidiary  
in mexico

 2001
founding of  
23rd subsidiary  
in russia

 2005

founding  
of 17th+18th 
subsidiaries in  
the netherlands 
and Sweden

 2002

founding  
of 19th+ 
20th subsidiar-
ies in china and 
Belgium

2003

founding of 
24th subsidiary  
in Japan

production  
site in china 

acquisition  
of Sie Sensorik
industrie-elek-
tronik Gmbh

 2007

2000

 2012
expansion of  
industrial rfid  
portfolio BiS

 2010
Generation 
change in the 
management

new
pressure  
sensor  
family BSp

new  
generation
of optical 
sensors

Balluff  
celebrates
90 years  
of existence

 2011

2010

expansion  
of production  
capacities in 
asia

 2011
founding of 
25th subsidiary 
in argentina

 2013

acquisition of  
high resolution  
Gmbh

 2012
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in the intereStS  
of our cuStomerS
 The Balluff Mission
“we will improve the competitive position of our customers 
enabling them to get in touch with their business by sharing  
our passion for automation, contributing to a better future  
for all stakeholders.”

how exactly do we achieve that? with the aspect that have 
distinguished our company for decades: innovative technology, 
tangible cost and user benefits in connection with individualized 
consultation and first-class service. and with 2600 employees  
in and outside of Germany, who ensure all of this every day.

this means that, as a Balluff customer, you are always our focal 
point.
 
moreover, Balluff ensures maximum customer orientation by 
manufacturing and developing locally in many cases, such as in 
china and Brazil. 
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a looK
into the future

Our Vision
even if components and systems from Balluff usually  

seem inconspicuous, they really are everywhere. Just like human  
sensory organs, they monitor automated production processes 

and can be found in places such as the energy sector.

But that is not enough for us: “with the passion of our  
people working together we establish the status of being the 

global leader of complete solutions by innovating the way  
our customers automate.”
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People

with  
awareneSS of our  
reSponSiBility 
 Our Values
as a medium-sized, family-run company, we have always maintai-
ned a culture of sustainability and long-term planning. Values such 
as reliability, integrity and openness represent core components for 
directing the actions of our company and make a critical contribution 
to the success of our business. the „expertise award for innovation 
and quality in Baden-württemberg“ that Balluff Gmbh was awarded 
in 2013 is not the only evidence of this.

we take responsibility − for our employees, customers and partners 
as well as for our role in society. as an international company we 
believe it is important to interact with every person on the planet with 
the same high regard and to act according to ethical principles at all 
times.

this responsibility is also reflected in our guiding principle. decisions 
with accountability, constructive information exchange and open inter-
action form the environment for the ongoing personal development of 
our employees. we also value a safe and healthy workplace, customer 
orientation and trusting business relationships as well as protecting 
the environment and carefully using resources.

all of these tasks are firmly rooted in our culture. we are committed to 
addressing and embodying them each and every day. this is how we 
ensure the high quality and long-term success of our products and 
our business while continuing to be a trusted, dependable partner in 
the future.

Serving 
Rather than 

Ruling

Open  
for

Change

Customer 
Oriented

Reliability

EnvironmentIntegrity
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Dedicated employees are the key to success, which is the basis for 
our focus on trusting, long-term cooperation.

We ensure the best possible working conditions throughout the 
company while addressing the individual needs of our employees.  

At Balluff, this starts with training: New employees are well-integrated 
right from the start and find the ideal conditions for being able to write 

their very own success story at a company active around the world.

Trainees and students represent about ten percent of our staff −  
a value that we are proud of and that requires outstanding  

commitment from us. We help support the next generation of  
well-trained technicians and managers in cooperation with  

the University of Applied Sciences in Esslingen/Göppingen and 
other international establishments. At Balluff, they receive  

a variety of opportunities for internships, final project work and a  
perfect entry point into professional life.

High-level professionals also appreciate our employee culture.  
As a medium-sized, fourth-generation family-run company,  

we combine tradition with the worldliness of a global player.  
Accordingly, our employees can realize attractive opportunities for 

further development and active participation during every phase  
of pro- 

fessional development.

We highly value a balance between professional and private life. 
We give our employees a flexible work environment, which takes into  

account each individual‘s private situation in life and supports their 
career.

you Know 
what you 

want.

So do we.
Balluff as employer
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loGiSticS 
that Keep moVinG
The Logistics Center in Neuhausen
Balluff guarantees value creation and planning through its fully 
automated logistics center in neuhausen. 

in doing so, we work with the latest software standards and 
continuous optimization of processes, such as complete process-
ing, shipping and exporting in accordance with law, and compliance 
checking as well as effective risk management. 

the Balluff logistics center in neuhausen:

■  50,000 continuously stocked materials
■   fully automated small parts storage area (aKl) with 50,000 

container spaces and 7 “viaspeed” storage and retrieval 
machines 

■  9 picking stations (pick-and-pack) 
■  fully automatic container conveyor system
■  4 large packaging stations
■  pallet storage area (pal) with 1200 storage spaces
■  fully automated Kardex shuttle with 2500 storage spaces
■  long goods storage area (lGl) with 1700 storage spaces
■   2 workstations for goods receiving with fully automated  

supply to quality control and to the automated small parts  
storage area via a container conveyor system
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inSpired By 
diVerSity

Applications
Sensors and system solutions from Balluff are diverse and  

customized to the technical demands of your applications. 

our worldwide development team offers you a unique range  
of solutions, modifies your design according to your desires and  
develops new products that will also ensure your competitiveness in 

the future. and it does this in many areas, such as the  
automotive industry, mechanical and systems engineering,  

the packaging and plastics industry or the energy sector. 

Automotive
industry
factory automation, 
plant engineering, welding 
systems and reshaping 
technology

Mechanical 
and systems 
engineering 
Steelworks, machine tools 
and machines for making 
packaging, plastics and 
rubber

Energy
conventional and 
renewable energies

Drive  
technology
hydraulic and electric 
drive technology

Other areas
medical technology,  
semiconductor  
equipment, machines  
for processing wood, 
mining machines, 
printing machines, and 
paper-making machines
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See the BiG 
picture 
 Our Product Portfolio
Specialization and versatility are not mutually exclusive for us. 
productivity is ensured for the future only if innovation becomes an 
“everyday” aspect and we question what is regarded as valid today. 
consequently, over decades and through intensive, constant 
development, we have developed a technologically diverse product 
portfolio that is unmatched on the market, guided by the latest 
technical standards and operating at the highest level. 

all solutions from Balluff are designed for the productivity of 
our partners and developed from the standpoints of standardiza-
tion, durability, dynamics, range and efficiency.

Object
Detection 
comprehensive system 
expertise from a single 
source – for solutions  
according to your needs 
in all areas of automation.

Systems  
and Service
customized solutions,  
tailored to the needs of the 
users – for maximum ef-
ficiency in process control.

Industrial  
Networking 
and  
Connectivity
Sensors, systems and bus 
technology: comprehensively 
and intelligently networked.
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Accessories
the optimal peripherals 
for sensors: reliable 
products for time-saving 
and cost-effective integra-
tion into your automation 
system.

Industrial 
Identification
for optimized 
production processes: 
the system controls itself, 
data organizes the best 
possible workflow.Linear Position 

Sensing and 
Measurement
technological variety 
for your drive control,  
machine monitoring, 
or monitoring of moving 
processes.

Condition 
Monitoring and 
Fluid Sensors 
Best solutions in the area 
of pressure and level 
sensors for supporting your 
processes.
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efficiency BeGinS 
with liSteninG
Systems and Service
thanks to well-founded expertise and over thirty years of 
experience with developers and users, Balluff supplies you with 
solutions that have been put together specifically for you. 

the ideal combination for perfectly matching systems to your require-
ments. we provide you with software for mobile and stationary 
communication that is optimized to your requirements and matches 
your hardware. at your request, we will supplement this with perfect 
integration – from installation and startup to adjustment on site.

Quality means more to us than an attention-grabbing product. it 
also includes having the highest reliability in application and service 
with customized solutions and individualized support. this is 
why we rely entirely on our senses and intently listen to you when it 
comes to our services.  

this way you get comprehensive services from us over the entire 
life cycle of our products – including the conception and planning 
of your projects, testing and setup, and training and support. 
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connectS what 
BelonGS toGether

Industrial Networking and Connectivity
useful system technology from a single source for your high- 

performance automation: this is what industrial networking and  
connectivity from Balluff means.

components perfectly matched to the control system ensure the 
best possible information flow. all of this is accomplished down to the 

sensor/actuator level using technologies such as io-link.  
this lets you fully exploit the potential of your equipment and make 

your production process even more reliable and more flexible. this is 
how we are already meeting the demands of tomorrow for communi-

cation from start to finish in terms of industry 4.0.
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Self-controlling systems and the autonomous exchange  
of information between individual parts or workpiece carriers are 

the basis for every smooth installation and production. Balluff 
recognized this process over 30 years ago, making it one of the 

world’s pioneers for industrial identification.  

industrial identification lets us ensure a smooth internal  
material flow: error-free, robust and free of contact.  

industrial identification BiS controls and monitors the production 
chain regardless of the backing material or content.

communication   
that worKS 

Industrial Identification  
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liKe a 
Sixth SenSe
Object Detection
each series has its emphasis and is optimized for its application 
area. like a sixth sense, Balluff sensors detect and count parts, 
monitor stack heights, measure levels, align small parts and detect 
labels.  

from inductive to ultrasonic sensors, we offer you solutions 
according to your needs in all areas of automation. for example, 
for all tasks involving checking for presence, size, color, distance 
or thickness you can use our photoelectric sensors – plus the 
outstanding application expertise of our extensive capacitive 
product line.
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rediScoVer 
preciSion
Linear Position Sensing and Measurement
at Balluff, precision begins even with the smallest measurement  
variable – from 1 to 48,000 mm and resolutions from 1 to 100 μm.  
you simply select from a broad range of position measurement 
technology with a wide variety of operating principles. for monitor-
ing moving processes and drive control or for machine monitoring. 
always robust and ready for industrial use, accurate and reliable, 
non-contact and wear-free.
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a SenSe for the 
riGht meaSure
Condition Monitoring and Fluid Sensors

our partners can rely on accurate measurement results,  
a long service life and application-related products. this is  

also necessary. anyone familiar with the energy sector,  
refrigeration and air-conditioning industry or food industry knows 

that incongruent results are unacceptable.

condition monitoring and fluid sensors from Balluff let you  
not only save time and space, but also obtain exact results  

and even measure liquids consisting of more than  
15 percent water. 
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expertiSe  
down to the 

SmalleSt detail 
Accessories

for sensible integration of sensors and system technology  
into your automation, you frequently need more: a complete line  

of accessories provides the optimal peripherals for sensors. 

this was the impetus behind accessories such as  
the eccentric clamp – a tool you can get only from us. thanks to  

the one-click fastening of the sensor, tools become superfluous.  
the result: you save time, reduce costs and ensure higher  

availability for your machines.

But all of our other mechanical and electrical accessory  
components also feature easy handling and are perfectly 

matched to our sensors.
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learn more  

aBout our SenSorS 

with SenSe
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Headquarters
Balluff Gmbh 
Schurwaldstrasse 9
73765 neuhausen a.d.f.
Germany
phone +49 7158 173-0
fax +49 7158 5010
balluff@balluff.de

www.balluff.com


